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ABSTRACT
The main limitation of previous approaches to unsupervised sequential object-
oriented representation learning is in scalability. Most of the previous models have
been shown to work only on scenes with a few objects. In this paper, we propose
SCALOR, a generative model for SCALable sequential Object-oriented Repre-
sentation. With the proposed spatially-parallel attention and proposal-rejection
mechanism, SCALOR can deal with orders of magnitude more number of ob-
jects compared to the current state-of-the-art models. Besides, we introduce the
background model so that SCALOR can model complex background along with
many foreground objects. We demonstrate that SCALOR can deal with crowded
scenes containing nearly a hundred objects while modeling complex background
as well. Importantly, SCALOR is the first unsupervised model demonstrating its
working in natural scenes containing several tens of moving objects.
1 INTRODUCTION
Unsupervised structured representation learning for visual scenes is a key challenge in machine
learning. When a scene is properly decomposed into meaningful entities such as foreground objects
and background, we can benefit from numerous advantages of symbolic representation. These in-
clude interpretability, sample efficiency, the ability of reasoning and of causal inference, as well as
compositionality and transferability for better generalization. In addition to symbols, another essen-
tial dimension is time. Objects, agents and spaces all operate under the governance of time. Without
accounting for temporal developments, it is often much harder if not impossible to discover certain
relationships in a scene.
Among a few methods that have been proposed for unsupervised object-oriented representation
learning of temporal scenes, SQAIR (Kosiorek et al., 2018) is by far the most complete model.
As a probabilistic temporal generative model, it can learn object-wise structured representation
while modeling underlying stochastic temporal transitions in the observed data. Introducing the
propagation-discovery model, SQAIR can also handle dynamic scenes where objects may disap-
pear or be introduced in the middle of a sequence. Although SQAIR provides promising ideas and
shows the potential of this important direction, a few key challenges remain, limiting its applicability
merely to synthetic toy tasks that are far simpler than typical natural scenes.
The first and foremost limitation is scalability. Processing every object in an image sequentially,
SQAIR has a fundamental limitation in scaling up to scenes with a large number of objects. As
such, the state-of-the-art remains at the level of modeling videos containing only a few objects
such as MNIST digits per image. Considering the complexity of typical natural scenes, it is thus a
challenge of the highest priority to scale robustly to scenes with a large number of objects. Second,
SQAIR conspicuously lacks any form of background modeling and thus only copes with scenes
without background, whereas natural scenes usually have complex background. Thus, a temporal
generative model that can deal with complex backgrounds along with many foreground objects is an
important step toward natural video scene understanding.
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In this paper, we propose a model called SCALable Sequential Object-Oriented Representation
(SCALOR), which resolves the above key limitations and hence can model complex videos with
several tens of moving objects along with complex backgrounds, eventually making the model ap-
plicable to natural videos. In SCALOR, we achieve scalability with respect to the object density by
parallelizing both the propagation and discovery processes, reducing the parallel time complexity
per scene image to O(1) from O(N) with N the number of objects in an image. We also observe
that the serial object processing in SQAIR based on an RNN not only increases the computation time
but also deteriorates discovery performance. To this end, we propose a parallel discovery model with
much better discovery capacity and performance. Temporally predicting and detecting trajectories
of objects, SCALOR can also be regarded as a generative tracking model. In our experiments, we
show that SCALOR can model videos with nearly one hundred moving objects along with complex
background on synthetic datasets. Furthermore, we evaluate and demonstrate SCALOR on natural
videos as well with tens of objects with complex background.
The contribution of this work are: (i) We propose the SCALOR model that significantly improves
(two orders of magnitude) the scalability with regard to the the object density. It is applicable
to nearly a hundred objects with comparable computation time to SQAIR, which scales only to a
few objects. (ii) We propose parallelizing the propagation–discovery process by introducing the
propose–reject model, reducing the time complexity to O(1). (iii) SCALOR can model scenes with
complex background. (iv) SCALOR is the first probabilistic model demonstrating its working not
only on natural images but also at a significant complexity level of tens of objects and background.
2 PRELIMINARIES: SEQUENTIAL ATTEND INFER REPEAT (SQAIR)
Before introducing our model, we first review the SQAIR model. SQAIR models an observed
sequence of images x = x1:T by assuming that the observation xt at time t is generated from a
set of object latent variables zOt = {zt,n}n∈Ot with Ot a set of objects present at time t. Each
latent variable zn for an object n consists of the factors (z
pres
n , zwheren , z
what
n ), which represent the
existence, pose, and appearance of the object, respectively. SQAIR also assumes that an object can
disappear or be introduced in the middle of a sequence. To model this, it introduces the propagation–
discovery model. In propagation, a subset of currently existing object is propagated to the next time
step and those not propagated (e.g., because an object disappears) are deleted. In discovery, after
deciding how many objects Dt will be discovered, new Dt objects are introduced into the scene.
Combining the propagated Pt and discovered Dt, we obtain the set of currently existing objects Ot.
The complete process can be formalized as:
p(x1:T , z
fg
1:T , D1:T ) = p(D1, z
D
1 )
T∏
t=2
p(xt|zfgt )p(Dt, zDt |zPt )p(zPt |zfgt−1). (1)
Here, we use zfgt to denote z
O
t . Due to the intractable posterior, SQAIR is trained through variational
inference with the following posterior approximation:
q(D1:T , z
fg
1:T |x1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
q(Dt, z
D
t |xt, zPt )
∏
n∈Ot−1
q(zt,n|zt−1,n,x≤t) (2)
SQAIR is trained using an importance-weighted autoencoder (IWAE) objective (Burda et al., 2015).
The VIMCO estimator (Mnih & Rezende, 2016) is used to backpropagate through the discrete ran-
dom variables while using the reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Williams, 1992)
for continuous variables.
SQAIR has two main limitations in scalability. First, for propagation, SQAIR relies on an RNN.
Thus, the propagation is performed sequentially by conditioning on previously processed objects.
Second, the discovery is also sequential because it uses RNN-based discovery based on AIR (Es-
lami et al., 2016). Consequently, SQAIR has O(|Ot|) time complexity per step t. In previous
work (Crawford & Pineau, 2019), it is demonstrated that this sequential discovery can easily fail
beyond the scale of a few objects. Moreover, SQAIR lacks any model for the background and its
temporal transitions which is important in modeling natural scenes.
2
3 THE PROPOSED MODEL: SCALOR
3.1 GENERATIVE PROCESS
SCALOR assumes that an image xt is generated by background latent z
bg
t and foreground latent
zfgt . The foreground is further factorized into a set of object representations z
fg
t = {zt,n}n∈Ot . In
SCALOR, we represent an object by zt,n = (z
pres
t,n , z
where
t,n , z
what
t,n , z
depth
t,n ). The depth representation,
which is missing in SQAIR, helps model object occlusion. The foreground mask mt,n obtained
from zwhatt,n is used to distinguish background and foreground. The appearance representation z
what
t,n is
a continuous vector representation (e.g., as in VAE), and zwheret,n is further decomposed into position
zpost,n and scale z
scale
t,n . We adopt the propagation–discovery model from SQAIR, but improve it in
such a way to resolve the scalability problem. The generative process of SCALOR can be written:
p(x1:T , z1:T ) = p(z
D
1 )(z
bg
1 )
T∏
t=2
p(xt|zt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rendering
p(zbgt |zbg<t, zfgt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
background transition
p(zDt |zPt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
discovery
p(zPt |z<t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
propagation
. (3)
where zt = (z
bg
t , z
fg
t ). As shown, the generation process is decomposed into four modules: (i)
propagation, (ii) discover, (iii) background transition, and (iv) rendering.
The propagation in SCALOR is modeled as follows:
p(zPt |z<t) =
∏
n∈Ot
p(zprest,n |z<t,n)
{
p(zwheret,n |z<t,n)p(zwhatt,n |z<t,n)
}zprest,n , (4)
where p(zprest,n |z<t,n) is a Bernoulli distribution with parameter βt,n. The distributions of what and
where are defined only when the object is propagated. To implement this, for each object n we
assign a tracker RNN denoted by its hidden state ht,n. The RNN is updated by input zt,n for all t
where the object n is present in the scene. The parameter βt,n is obtained as βt,n = fnn(ht,n). If
zprest,n = 0, the object n is not propagated and the tracker RNN is deleted. Importantly, unlike the
RNN-based sequential propagation in SQAIR, the propagation in SCALOR is fully parallel.
Discovery by Proposal-Rejection. The main contribution in making our model scalable with re-
spect to the the number of objects is our new discovery model that consists of two phases: proposal
and rejection. In the proposal phase, we assume that the target image can be divided into H ×W
grid cells, and we propose an object latent variable z˜t,h,w per grid cell. This proposal phase can be
written as:
p(z˜Dt |zPt ) =
HW∏
h,w=1
p(z˜Dt,h,w|zPt ) =
HW∏
h,w=1
p(z˜prest,h,w|zPt )
{
p(z˜wheret,h,w|zPt )p(z˜whatt,h,w|zPt )
}z˜prest,h,w . (5)
In the rejection phase, our goal is to reject some of the proposed objects if a proposed object largely
overlaps with a propagated object. In our model, each object representation contains a mask variable
mt,n, which is used to make the rejection decision. Specifically, if the overlap between the mask of
a proposed object and that of a propagated one is over a threshold τ , we reject the proposed object.
This procedure can be described as (i) z˜Dt ∼ p(z˜Dt |zPt ) and (ii) zDt = faccept(z˜Dt , zPt , τ) and thus
zDt ⊆ z˜Dt . Although we use a deterministic function for the rejection, it can be a design choice
to implement this as a stochastic decision. While one rationale behind this design is to reflect an
inductive bias from physics that two objects cannot coexist in the same position, we shall also see
later while discussing the inference procedure further reasons as to why this design is effective. The
final discovery model can be written as p(zDt |zPt ) = p(z˜Dt |zPt )
∏HW
h,w=1 p(z
D
t,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt , τ), where
the acceptance model is p(zDt,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt , τ) = f(zacceptt,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt , τ)p(z˜wheret,h,w)z
accept
t,h,wp(z˜whatt,h,w)
zacceptt,h,w .
Proposal independent to the propagation also worked well in our experiments.
Background Transition. Unlike SQAIR, SCALOR is endowed with a background model. The
background image is encoded into a D-dimension continuous vector zbgt from the background tran-
sition p(zbgt |zbg<t, zfgt ). The background RNN encodes the temporal transition of background images.
Rendering. The implementation of the rendering process is the same as in SPAIR (Crawford &
Pineau, 2019), except that we process the objects in parallel.
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<latexit sha1_base64="wSlttfIWbWReSHou/9Ab+xbpw28=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEiuJCStIIui25cVrAXaGOYTCft0MkkzEyEGrJy46u4caGIW5/BnW/jJM1CW38Y+PjPOcw5vxcxKpV lfRulpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x9zd68gwFpi0cchC0fOQJIxy0lZUMdKLBEGBx0jXm1xl9e49EZKG/FZNI+IEaMSpTzFS2nLNw0GA1Njzk4f0LkeMWNJK3USdwkbqmlWrZuWCi2AXUAWFWq75NRiGOA4IV5ghKfu2FSknQUJRzEhaGcSSRAhP0Ij0NXIUEOkk+RkpPNbOEPqh0I8rmLu/JxIUSDkNPN2ZbSrna5n5X60fK//CSSiPYkU4nn3kxwyqEGaZwCEVBCs21YCwoHpXiMdIIKx0chUdgj1/8iJ06jW7UavfnFWbl0UcZXAAjsAJs ME5aIJr0AJtgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1loyipl98EfG5w+lTZk3</latexit>
ht,1
<latexit sha1_base64="EJh8ynPUnollICzMnBfsDU2Jo24=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJH CoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3U791hPXRsTqAccJ9yM6UCIUjKKV2sNehufehPRKZbfizkCWiZeTMuSo90pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmxmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+b3Tshp1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaFZ9Kbif14nxfDaz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nzpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKGNqGhD8BZfXibNasW7qFTvL8u1mzyOAhzDCZyB B1dQgzuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDUcSPfg==</latexit>
ht,2
<latexit sha1_base64="qv+IhIxMh0toCk3exyXGBIcAeDg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+ sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3U791hPXRsTqAccJ9yM6UCIUjKKV2sNehufVCemVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFXyCQ1puO5CfoZ1SiY5JNiNzU8oWxEB7xjqaIRN342u3dCTq3SJ2GsbSkkM/X3REYjY8ZRYDsjikOz6E3F/7xOiuG1nwmVpMgVmy8KU0kwJtPnSV9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUdGG4C2+vEya1Yp3UaneX5ZrN3kcBTiGEzgDD66gBndQhwYwkPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW9dcf KZI/gD5/MHU0qPfw==</latexit>
ht,3
<latexit sha1_base64="ClsLncXFHKaJPz2pr1+kAgtPQmI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuIugx6MVjBPOAZAmzk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbW9 /Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+Hbmt564NiJSDziJuR/SoRIDwShaqT3qpXhRnZJeseSW3TnIKvEyUoIM9V7xq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CST4tdBPDY8rGdMg7lioacuOn83un5MwqfTKItC2FZK7+nkhpaMwkDGxnSHFklr2Z+J/XSXBw7adCxQlyxRaLBokkGJHZ86QvNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShjahgQ/CWX14lzUrZq5Yr95el2k0WRx5O4BTOwYMrqMEd1KEBDCQ8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac0 42cwx/4Hz+AFTQj4A=</latexit>
ht,4
<latexit sha1_base64="zgMwRSiOApKtHsvZdKtJWh8AeSE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuDOgx6MVjBPOAZAmzk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDL rut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+Hbmt564NiJSDziJuR/SoRIDwShaqT3qpXhRnZJeseSW3TnIKvEyUoIM9V7xq9uPWBJyhUxSYzqeG6OfUo2CST4tdBPDY8rGdMg7lioacuOn83un5MwqfTKItC2FZK7+nkhpaMwkDGxnSHFklr2Z+J/XSXBw7adCxQlyxRaLBokkGJHZ86QvNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShjahgQ/CWX14lzUrZuyxX7qul2k0WRx5O4BTOwYMrqMEd1 KEBDCQ8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AFZWj4E=</latexit>
z˜Dt,1
<latexit sha1_base64="9WNMLd8kZB/ic4yWQHZpSbYYiJg=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3GW9 TSZjAELCTsRkHLoBaWEcwFsjHMzs4mQ2YvzJwV4rJPYOOr2FgoYmtt59s4u0mhiT8MfPznHOac34kEV2Ca30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utVUYS8paNBSh7DpEMcED1gIOgnUjyYjvCNZxxpdZvXPPpOJhcA uTiPV9Mgy4xykBbQ3KVRu4cFli+wRGjpc8pOldzpSI5CodJHCMrXRQrpg1MxdeBGsGFTRTc1D+st2Qxj4LgAqiVM8yI+gnRAKngqUlO1YsInRMhqynMSA+U/0kPyfFVe242AulfgHg3P09kRBfqYnv6M5sUz Vfy8z/ar0YvPN+woMoBhbQ6UdeLDCEOMsGu1wyCmKigVDJ9a6YjogkFHSCJR2CNX/yIrTrNeukVr85rTQuZnEU0QE6REfIQmeoga5RE7UQRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9pa8GYzeyjPzI+fwBOGpzf</latexit >
z˜Dt,2
<latexit sha1_base64="jwE+dTIMKUH0MMdLImG1RTTdM+Y=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWA IWEjYjYKWQS0sI5gLJOsyO5lNhsxemDkrxGWfwMZXsbFQxNbazrdxkmyhiT8MfPznHOac34sFV2BZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WipKJGVNGolIdjyimOAhawIHwTqxZCTwBGt7o8tJvX3PpOJReAvjmDkBGYTc55SA tlyz0gMu+iztBQSGnp8+ZNndlCkR6VXmpnCMa5lrlq2qNRVeBDuHMsrVcM2vXj+iScBCoIIo1bWtGJyUSOBUsKzUSxSLCR2RAetqDEnAlJNOz8lwRTt97EdSvxDw1P09kZJAqXHg6c7Jpmq+NjH/q3UT8M+dlIdxAiyks 4/8RGCI8CQb3OeSURBjDYRKrnfFdEgkoaATLOkQ7PmTF6FVq9on1drNabl+kcdRRAfoEB0hG52hOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz5mrQUjn9lHf2R8/gBPn5zg</latexit>
z˜Dt,3
<latexit sha1_base64="AfwoZDNvhuJdCDbal+pitskzYY0=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0 GQwBCwm7iaBlUAvLCOYCybrMTmaTIbMXZs4KcdknsPFVbCwUsbW2822cJFto4g8DH/85hznn92LBFVjWt7G0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/smnv7LRUlkrImjUQkOx5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhJ4grW90eWk3r5nUvEovIVxzJy ADELuc0pAW65Z7gEXfZb2AgJDz08fsuxuypSI9CpzUzjBtcw1S1bFmgovgp1DCeVquOZXrx/RJGAhUEGU6tpWDE5KJHAqWFbsJYrFhI7IgHU1hiRgykmn52S4rJ0+9iOpXwh46v6eSEmg1DjwdOdkUzVfm5j/1b oJ+OdOysM4ARbS2Ud+IjBEeJIN7nPJKIixBkIl17tiOiSSUNAJFnUI9vzJi9CqVuxapXpzWqpf5HEU0CE6QsfIRmeojq5RAzURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Z65KRzxygPzI+fwBRJJzh</latexit>
z˜Dt,4
<latexit sha1_base64="VBbYSzbwWCZDBw01D58qUwAEGwQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0 GQwBCwm7MaBlUAvLCOYCybrMTmaTIbMXZs4KcdknsPFVbCwUsbW2822cJFto4g8DH/85hznn92LBFVjWt7G0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/smnv7LRUlkrImjUQkOx5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhJ4grW90eWk3r5nUvEovIVxzJy ADELuc0pAW65Z7gEXfZb2AgJDz08fsuxuypSI9CpzUzjBtcw1S1bFmgovgp1DCeVquOZXrx/RJGAhUEGU6tpWDE5KJHAqWFbsJYrFhI7IgHU1hiRgykmn52S4rJ0+9iOpXwh46v6eSEmg1DjwdOdkUzVfm5j/1b oJ+OdOysM4ARbS2Ud+IjBEeJIN7nPJKIixBkIl17tiOiSSUNAJFnUI9vzJi9CqVuzTSvWmVqpf5HEU0CE6QsfIRmeojq5RAzURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Z65KRzxygPzI+fwBSqZzi</latexit>
z˜Dt,5
<latexit sha1_base64="VSEaND1ekOznfh59Y+6fX7HwnRc=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raDIa AhYTdqGgZ1MIygrlAsi6zs7PJkNkLM2eFuOwT2PgqNhaK2Frb+TZOki008YeBj/+cw5zzu7HgCkzz21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7LRUlkrImjUQkOy5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhK4grXd4eW43r5nUvEovIVRzOyA9EPuc0pA W06p0gMuPJb2AgID108fsuxuwpSI9CpzUjjCp5lTKptVcyI8D1YOZZSr4ZS+el5Ek4CFQAVRqmuZMdgpkcCpYFmxlygWEzokfdbVGJKAKTudnJPhinY87EdSvxDwxP09kZJAqVHg6s7xpmq2Njb/q3UT8M/tlIdxAiyk0 4/8RGCI8Dgb7HHJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNAJFnUI1uzJ89CqVa3jau3mpFy/yOMooH10gA6Rhc5QHV2jBmoiih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1gUjn9lDf2R8/gBULpzj</latexit>
z˜Dt,6
<latexit sha1_base64="UYTN7TchG2SII3cy8ZzdBAUUq04=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1ra DIaAhYTdKGoZ1MIygrlAsi6zs7PJkNkLM2eFuOwT2PgqNhaK2Frb+TZOki008YeBj/+cw5zzu7HgCkzz21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7LRUlkrImjUQkOy5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhK4grXd4eW43r5nUvEovIVRzOy A9EPuc0pAW06p0gMuPJb2AgID108fsuxuwpSI9CpzUjjCp5lTKptVcyI8D1YOZZSr4ZS+el5Ek4CFQAVRqmuZMdgpkcCpYFmxlygWEzokfdbVGJKAKTudnJPhinY87EdSvxDwxP09kZJAqVHg6s7xpmq2Njb/q3 UT8M/tlIdxAiyk04/8RGCI8Dgb7HHJKIiRBkIl17tiOiCSUNAJFnUI1uzJ89CqVa3jau3mpFy/yOMooH10gA6Rhc5QHV2jBmoiih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1gUjn9lDf2R8/gBVs5zk</latexit>
z˜Dt,7
<latexit sha1_base64="RKzJDxQ+jgSLmiHY0+epketqvig=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0 GQwBCwm7UYhlUAvLCOYCybrMTmaTIbMXZs4KcdknsPFVbCwUsbW2822cJFto4g8DH/85hznn92LBFVjWt7G0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/smnv7LRUlkrImjUQkOx5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhJ4grW90eWk3r5nUvEovIVxzJy ADELuc0pAW65Z7gEXfZb2AgJDz08fsuxuypSI9CpzUzjBtcw1S1bFmgovgp1DCeVquOZXrx/RJGAhUEGU6tpWDE5KJHAqWFbsJYrFhI7IgHU1hiRgykmn52S4rJ0+9iOpXwh46v6eSEmg1DjwdOdkUzVfm5j/1b oJ+OdOysM4ARbS2Ud+IjBEeJIN7nPJKIixBkIl17tiOiSSUNAJFnUI9vzJi9CqVuzTSvXmrFS/yOMooEN0hI6RjWqojq5RAzURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Z65KRzxygPzI+fwBXOJzl</latexit>
z˜Dt,8
<latexit sha1_base64="EWyk+3row1T5edDcP4Ek+2rpEFQ=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GQwBC wm7UTBlUAvLCOYCybrMTmaTIbMXZs4KcdknsPFVbCwUsbW2822cJFto4g8DH/85hznn92LBFVjWt7G0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/smnv7LRUlkrImjUQkOx5RTPCQNYGDYJ1YMhJ4grW90eWk3r5nUvEovIVxzJyADELuc0pAW65Z7 gEXfZb2AgJDz08fsuxuypSI9CpzUzjBtcw1S1bFmgovgp1DCeVquOZXrx/RJGAhUEGU6tpWDE5KJHAqWFbsJYrFhI7IgHU1hiRgykmn52S4rJ0+9iOpXwh46v6eSEmg1DjwdOdkUzVfm5j/1boJ+DUn5WGcAAvp7CM/ERgiP MkG97lkFMRYA6GS610xHRJJKOgEizoEe/7kRWhVK/ZppXpzVqpf5HEU0CE6QsfIRueojq5RAzURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Z65KRzxygPzI+fwBYvZzm</latexit>
z˜Dt,9
<latexit sha1_base64="XZ9HNqnLi6xaLRQjWrW83v6+94c=">AAACDnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1ra DIaAhYTdKKhdUAvLCOYCybrMzs4mQ2YvzJwV4rJPYOOr2FgoYmtt59s4SbbQxB8GPv5zDnPO78aCKzDNb2NhcWl5ZbWwVlzf2NzaLu3stlSUSMqaNBKR7LhEMcFD1gQOgnViyUjgCtZ2h5fjevueScWj8BZGMbM D0g+5zykBbTmlSg+48FjaCwgMXD99yLK7CVMi0qvMSeEIn2dOqWxWzYnwPFg5lFGuhlP66nkRTQIWAhVEqa5lxmCnRAKngmXFXqJYTOiQ9FlXY0gCpux0ck6GK9rxsB9J/ULAE/f3REoCpUaBqzvHm6rZ2tj8r9 ZNwD+zUx7GCbCQTj/yE4EhwuNssMcloyBGGgiVXO+K6YBIQkEnWNQhWLMnz0OrVrWOq7Wbk3L9Io+jgPbRATpEFjpFdXSNGqiJKHpEz+gVvRlPxovxbnxMWxeMfGYP/ZHx+QNaQpzn</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="3UfBMnfZDlhe//Nb/tDqTr+jzYA=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laQKei x68VjBtIU2lM1m0y7d7IbdiVBKf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXZYIb9LxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23jMo1ZQFVQulORAwTXLIAOQrWyTQjaSRYOxrdzfz2E9OGK/mI44yFKRlInnBK0EpBT8UK+5WqV/PmcFeJX5AqFGj2K1 +9WNE8ZRKpIMZ0fS/DcEI0cirYtNzLDcsIHZEB61oqScpMOJkfO3XPrRK7idK2JLpz9ffEhKTGjNPIdqYEh2bZm4n/ed0ck5twwmWWI5N0sSjJhYvKnX3uxlwzimJsCaGa21tdOiSaULT5lG0I/vLLq6RVr/mXtfrDVbVxW8RRglM4gwvw4 RoacA9NCIACh2d4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfsrI7C</latexit>
zDt,9
<latexit sha1_base64="iPJsY/p7aa9cgG7e7GlVJZdXyfA=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEF1KSKqi7oi5cVrAXaGOYTCft0MkkzEyEGrJy46u4caGIW5/BnW/jJM1CW38Y+PjPOcw5vxcxKpVlfRtz8wuLS 8ullfLq2vrGprm13ZJhLDBp4pCFouMhSRjlpKmoYqQTCYICj5G2N7rM6u17IiQN+a0aR8QJ0IBTn2KktOWae70AqaHnJw/pXY4YseQqdRN1BM9T16xYVSsXnAW7gAoo1HDNr14/xHFAuMIMSdm1rUg5CRKKYkbSci+WJEJ4hAakq5GjgEgnyc9I4YF2+tAPhX5cwdz9PZGgQMpx4OnObFM5XcvM/2rdWPlnTkJ5FCvC8eQjP2ZQhTDLBPapIFixsQaEBdW7QjxEAmGlkyvrEOzpk2ehVavax9XazUmlflHEUQK7YB8cAhucgjq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFe Dc+Jq1zRjGzA/7I+PwBm9uZMQ==</latexit>
zDt,8
<latexit sha1_base64="k4GYCPRgClRERVSg7AWNloEL4rA=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEF1KSKthlURcuK9gLtDFMppN26GQSZiZCDVm58VXcuFDErc/gzrdxkmahrT8MfPznHOac34sYlcq yvo2FxaXlldXSWnl9Y3Nr29zZbcswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIxy0lJUMdKNBEGBx0jHG19m9c49EZKG/FZNIuIEaMipTzFS2nLNg36A1Mjzk4f0LkeMWHKVuok6gfXUNStW1coF58EuoAIKNV3zqz8IcRwQrjBDUvZsK1JOgoSimJG03I8liRAeoyHpaeQoINJJ8jNSeKSdAfRDoR9XMHd/TyQokHISeLoz21TO1jLzv1ovVn7dSSiPYkU4nn7kxwyqEGaZwAEVBCs20YCwoHpXiEdIIKx0cmUdgj178jy0a1X7tFq7Oas0Loo4SmAfHIJjY INz0ADXoAlaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtHXBKGb2wB8Znz+aVpkw</latexit>
zDt,7
<latexit sha1_base64="9DmSnsFhybYsLSoH2rBT1aW5ESE=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEF1KSKtRlURcuK9gLtDFMppN26GQSZiZCDVm58VXcuFDErc/gzrdxkmahrT8MfPznHOac34sYlcqyvo2FxaXll dXSWnl9Y3Nr29zZbcswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIxy0lJUMdKNBEGBx0jHG19m9c49EZKG/FZNIuIEaMipTzFS2nLNg36A1Mjzk4f0LkeMWHKVuok6gfXUNStW1coF58EuoAIKNV3zqz8IcRwQrjBDUvZsK1JOgoSimJG03I8liRAeoyHpaeQoINJJ8jNSeKSdAfRDoR9XMHd/TyQokHISeLoz21TO1jLzv1ovVv65k1AexYpwPP3IjxlUIcwygQMqCFZsogFhQfWuEI+QQFjp5Mo6BHv25Hlo16r2abV2c1ZpXBRxlMA+OATHwAZ10ADXoAlaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY7 8bHtHXBKGb2wB8Znz+Y0Zkv</latexit>
zDt,6
<latexit sha1_base64="/z9w1ltxDzgzb9ep3Dm95bDepaY=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEF1KSKuqyqAuXFewF2hgm00k7dDIJMxOhhqzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4SbPQ1h8GPv5zDnPO70WMSmVZ38bc/MLi0 nJppby6tr6xaW5tt2QYC0yaOGSh6HhIEkY5aSqqGOlEgqDAY6TtjS6zevueCElDfqvGEXECNODUpxgpbbnmXi9Aauj5yUN6lyNGLLlK3UQdwdPUNStW1coFZ8EuoAIKNVzzq9cPcRwQrjBDUnZtK1JOgoSimJG03IsliRAeoQHpauQoINJJ8jNSeKCdPvRDoR9XMHd/TyQokHIceLoz21RO1zLzv1o3Vv65k1AexYpwPPnIjxlUIcwygX0qCFZsrAFhQfWuEA+RQFjp5Mo6BHv65Flo1ar2cbV2c1KpXxRxlMAu2AeHwAZnoA6uQQM0AQaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3 o2PSeucUczsgD8yPn8Al0yZLg==</latexit>
zDt,5
<latexit sha1_base64="axXWaeulofbbjtga2v2psxPqZC4=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEF1KSquiyqAuXFewF2hgm00k7dDIJMxOhhqzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4SbPQ1h8GPv5zDnPO70WM SmVZ38bc/MLi0nJppby6tr6xaW5tt2QYC0yaOGSh6HhIEkY5aSqqGOlEgqDAY6TtjS6zevueCElDfqvGEXECNODUpxgpbbnmXi9Aauj5yUN6lyNGLLlK3UQdwdPUNStW1coFZ8EuoAIKNVzzq9cPcRwQrjBDUnZtK1JOgoSimJG03IsliRAeoQHpauQoINJJ8jNSeKCdPvRDoR9XMHd/TyQokHIceLoz21RO1zLzv1o3Vv65k1AexYpwPPnIjxlUIcwygX0qCFZsrAFhQfWuEA+RQFjp5Mo6BHv65Flo1ar2cbV2c1KpXxRx lMAu2AeHwAZnoA6uQQM0AQaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2PSeucUczsgD8yPn8AlceZLQ==</latexit>
zDt,4
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Figure 1: SCALOR inference procedure: (A) Proposal, (B) Accept-Reject, (C) Propagation, (D) Background
Module and Rendering Process. (A) The proposal module takes input image and the propagation mask and
combines them to make the proposal representation. (B) From the proposal representation, proposal mask is
generated which is then compared to the propagation mask to make accept-reject decision. Only the accepted
proposals are considered as discovered objects. (C) The tracker RNNs decide what and where to propagate after
looking at the input image. The grey boxes are what is not propagated. (D) Given inferred foreground objects
and the input image, the background module infers the background representation. The rendering process
combines the foreground and background representations according to the foreground mask assignment.
3.2 LEARNING AND INFERENCE
Due to the intractability of the true posterior distribution p(z1:T |x1:T ), we train our model using
variational inference with the following posterior approximation:
q(z1:T |x1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
q(zt|z<t,x≤t) =
T∏
t=1
q(zbgt |zfgt ,xt)q(zDt |zPt ,x≤t)q(zPt |z<t,x≤t). (6)
Posterior Propagation q(zPt |z<t,x≤t) is similar to the propagation in generation, except that we
now provide observation x≤t through an RNN encoding. Here, the propagation for each object n
is done by q(zt,n|z<t,n,x≤t) using attention at,n = fatt(x≤t) on the feature map for object n. To
compute the attention, we use the previous position zpost−1,n as the center position and extract half the
width and height of the convolutional feature map and resize it to be the original size H ×W using
bilinear interpolation. This attention mechanism is motivated by the observation that only part of the
image contains information for tracking an object, and an inductive bias that objects cannot move a
large distance within a short time span (i.e., objects do not teleport).
Posterior Discovery. The posterior discovery also consists of proposal and rejection phases. The
main difference is that we now compute the proposal in spatially-parallel manner by conditioning on
the observations x≤t, i.e., q(z˜Dt |zPt ,x≤t) =
∏HW
h,w=1Q(z˜
D
t,h,w|zPt ,x≤t). Here, the observation x≤t
is encoded into the feature map of dimensionalityH×W×D using a Convolutional LSTM (Xingjian
et al., 2015). Then, from each feature, we obtain z˜Dt,h,w. Importantly, this is done in parallel over
all the feature cells h,w. A similar approach is used in SPAIR (Crawford & Pineau, 2019), but it
infers the object latent representations sequentially and thus is difficult to scale to a large number of
objects (Anonymous, 2019). Even if this spatially-parallel proposal plays a key role in making our
model scalable, we also observe a challenge due to this high-capacity of the discovery module. The
problem is that the discovery module tends to dominate the propagation module and thus most of
the objects in an image are explained by the discovery module, i.e., objects can be rediscovered at
every time step while nothing is propagated.
Why the model should tend to explain an image through discovery while suppressing propagation?
First, the model does not care where—either from discovery or propagation—an object is sourced
from as long as it can make accurate reconstruction. Second, the propagation performs a much
harder task than the discovery. For the propagation to properly predict, the tracker n needs to learn
to find the matching object from the image containing many objects. Even if we use attention for
this, we observe that this is particularly difficult during the early training phase. On the contrary, the
discovery module does not need to solve such difficult association problem because it only performs
local image-to-latents encoding without associating latents of previous time step. Therefore, it is
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much easier for the discovery encoder to produce latents that are more accurate than those from
propagation. If we limit the capacity of the discovery module and sequentially process objects like
in SQAIR, we may mitigate this problem because the propagation module is naturally enforced to
explain what the discovery module cannot, but this approach is difficult to scale.
We employ two methods to resolve this problem. First, we simply bias the initial network parameter
so that it has a high propagation probability at the beginning of the training. This helps the model
try to explain the observation first through propagation and then the discovery module takes the
remaining as the training proceeds. The second method is our proposal-rejection mechanism, which
is implemented the same way as in the generation process. This prevents the discovery model from
redundantly explaining what is already explained by the propagation module. The final posterior
discovery model can be written as:
q(zDt |zPt ,x≤t) = q(z˜Dt |zPt ,x≤t)
HW∏
h,w=1
p(zDt,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt ), (7)
where the acceptance model is p(zDt,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt ) = p(zprest,h,w|zPt , z˜Dt )(p(z˜wheret,h,w)p(z˜whatt,h,w))z
pres
t,h,w .
Posterior Background. The posterior of the background q(zbgt |zfgt ,xt) is conditioned on the input
image and currently existing objects. The existing objects describe what part of the image should
already have been dealt with by the foreground object models, so that the remaining should be
explained by the background module.
Training. We train our model by maximizing the following evidence lower bound L(θ, φ) =
T∑
t=1
Eqφ(z<t|x<t)
[
Eqφ(zt|z<t,x≤t) [log pθ(xt|zt)]−KL [qφ(zt|z<t,x≤t) ‖ pθ(zt|z<t)]
]
. (8)
We use the reparameterization trick (Williams, 1992; Kingma & Welling, 2013) for continuous ran-
dom variables such as zwhat, and the Gumbel-Softmax trick (Jang et al., 2016) for discrete variables
such as zpres. We found that our proposed model works well and stably with these simpler training
methods than what is used in SQAIR, i.e., VIMCO and IWAE.
4 RELATED WORKS
AIR (Eslami et al., 2016) decomposes scenes into latent variables representing the appearance, po-
sition and size of the underlying object by making use of a recurrent neural network. SPAIR (Craw-
ford & Pineau, 2019) takes a similar approach but applies spatially invariant attention to extract local
feature maps. Although SPAIR provides better scalability than AIR, it is still limited as it performs
sequential inference on objects. Scene-mixture models (Greff et al., 2017; Van Steenkiste et al.,
2018; Burgess et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2019; Engelcke et al., 2019) decompose scenes into a col-
lection of components, each being a full-image level representation. Although these models allow a
decomposition of the input image into components, multiple objects can be in a component and the
obtained representation does not contain explicit features like position and scale, etc. SQAIR (Ko-
siorek et al., 2018) extends the ideas proposed in AIR to temporal sequences. We discuss this model
in more detail in Section 2. DDPAE (Hsieh et al., 2018) is another seqeuntial generative model for
object-oriented learning, which models each object in the scene with an appearance and a position
vector. The model assumes the appearance of an object to be fixed and thus shares the content vec-
tor across different time steps. NEM (Greff et al., 2017) and RNEM (Van Steenkiste et al., 2018)
introduce a spatial mixture model to disentangle the scene into multiple components representing
each entity. Since each component generates a full scene image, the latent representations are not
interpretable. Tracking-By-Animation (He et al., 2019) introduces a deterministic model to tackle
the task of object tracking in an unsupervised fashion.
5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 TASK 1: LARGE-SCALE MNIST AND DSPRITE SHAPES
We first evaluate our model on a dataset of moving DSprite shapes as well as a dataset consisting
of moving MNIST digits. In all the experiments, objects are moving in a constrained environment
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Experimental Setting NLL Recall Precision MOTA MOTP Count MAE
DSPRITES (VHD) 117381 90.0% 99.0% 86.0% 1.16 0.11
DSPRITES (HD) 112331 98.7% 96.0% 91.6% 1.34 0.05
DSPRITES (MD) 99107 96.0% 97.0% 88.8% 1.22 0.05
DSPRITES (LD) 102076 99.0% 96.1% 91.7% 1.34 0.05
MNIST (MD) 97124 90.7% 90.5% 86.1% 1.21 0.09
MNIST (LD) 95415 - - - - 0.22
Table 1: Quantitative results of SCALOR on different experimental settings. Count MAE is the the absolute
difference between the number of predicted objects and actual number of objects normalized by the actual
number. Multi Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and Multi Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) measure the
ability to track objects consistently and accurately compared to the ground truth. As the number of objects in
the scene increase, tracking quality only drops moderately, which highlights the potential power of SCALOR
when applied to images with a high number of objects.
but the processed trajectory images corresponds to only a 64 × 64 partial viewpoint of the center
of the whole scene. Therefore, while there is a fixed number of objects in the environment at each
time step, only a subset of them are visible in the observed image and others which are outside
the observed viewpoint are not visible. We experiment on four different scale settings. In each
setting, the number of objects in each trajectory is sampled uniformly from the interval [min, max].
Each scale setting is specified with a triplet (min, avg,max) where min and max are as mentioned
and avg represents the average number of visible objects in all the trajectories in that setting. The
four settings investigated in this paper are referred to as Low Density (LD) [(10, 9.2, 12)], Medium
Density (MD) [(24, 21.9, 27)], High Density (HD) [(50, 54.5, 64)] and Very High Density (VHD)
[(100, 99, 120)]. For example, in the Medium Density setting, there are always between 24 to 27
objects in the whole environment while only ∼ 22 of them are visible on average in each viewpoint
frame.
Experiment 1: Measuring Tracking Performance. The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the
ability to track moving objects in a simple environment with no background. Table 1 contains vari-
ous performance measures including Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) and Normalized Count Mean
Absolute Error for the different settings. The last metric is the absolute difference between the num-
ber of predicted objects and actual number of objects normalized by the latter. Furthermore, we also
measure standard object tracking metrics such as Multi Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA), Multi
Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) as well as Precision and Recall of the inferred bounding boxes
(Bernardin & Stiefelhagen, 2008). While MOTA and MOTP measure the accuracy and consistency
of the inferred bounding boxes over time, precision and recall measure the number of false positive
Figure 2: Qualitative samples from Moving DSprites (HD): a) Top row is original image sequence b) Middle
row is reconstruction of the image by SCALOR c) Bottom row shows Inferred bounding boxes superimposed
on the object centroids represented by colored dots. Different object ids are shown by distinct bounding box
colors. White circles show the discovered objects at each time-step. Our model not only identifies relatively
large number of objects at each time-step, but also keeps consistent track of objects even after severe occlusion
happens due to objects overlapping.
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Figure 3: Qualitative samples for Moving MNIST (MD): a) Top row is original image sequence b) Middle row
is reconstruction of the image. c) Bottom row shows inferred bounding boxes.
or negatives regardless of the associated ids. As shown, by increasing the number of objects the
tracking ability only drops moderately, which demonstrates the strength of SCALOR when applied
to images with a high number of objects. In addition, the model is able to have reltively high preci-
sion and recall on the number of objects. In order to compute the tracking metrics, a correspondence
matching problem between hypothesis and ground truth should be solved which can be computa-
tionally demanding for scenes with large numbers of objects. As a result, we only computed such
metrics on a subset of the test data including 1000 trajectories.
Our initial experiments show SQAIR to be fragile when applied to the settings we are interested
in this paper as its weaker discovery module cannot scale beyond a handful of objects. We do not
report the aforementioned metrics for SQAIR as we were not able to train it for the scale settings
investigated in this work.
Furthermore, Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the qualitative performance of SCALOR on the DSprites
(HD) and MNIST (MD) settings, respectively. As for the moving MNIST dataset, we did not ex-
plore the high density and very high density scenarios, as the resolution of MNIST digits became
too small, making digits unidentifiable for that setting. In order to better show the consistency of
the inferred bounding boxes over different time-steps, bounding boxes are represented by distinct
colors. In addition, for clearer visualization of the trackers in the HD setting, bounding boxes are
superimposed on the object centroids represented by colored dots. White circles show the discov-
ered objects at each timestep. SCALOR tracks large number accurately and consistently even after
severe occlusion happens due to objects overlapping.
Experiment 2: Frequent Dense Discovery. This experiment evaluates the ability to discover many
newly introduced objects across many time-steps. This is important because in many applications
only key-frames of a video, i.e., the frames at which significant changes happen, are only available.
In the object tracking domain, an example of a key-frame is where many objects get introduced
in the same frame due to a sudden change of the observer’s view point. Our model can deal with
such challenging situations where there is a need to discover many objects in a single frame as the
powerful convolutional encoders of the discovery module enable us to discover many objects at each
single frame. Figure 7 in the Appendix shows one such instance where 10-15 objects are introduced
at the first, fourth, and seventh time-step, respectively, although it is still possible for objects to move
in and out of the scene at other time-steps too.
Experiment 3: Complex Moving Background Separation. Another interesting yet challeng-
ing aspect of natural video processing is the presence of complex moving background. SCALOR
is able to successfully separate such complex moving scenes from the foreground objects, as the
background inference network is explicitly designed for that purpose. Figure 4 provides one such
instance, where the model is provided with a dynamic environment consisting of moving objects on
top of a complex moving background. Figure 4(c) shows the inferred bounding boxes, while Fig-
ure 4(d) represents the inferred complex background. SCALOR is successfully able to disentangle
foreground objects from a complex moving background while tracking them accurately and consis-
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Figure 4: Complex Background Separation: a) First row represents the original image. b) Second row shows
the reconstruction. c) Third row shows the identified bounding boxes. d) Fourth row shows the inferred back-
ground. The foreground objects are detected successfully as well as the temporal movement present in the
background.
tently. Even if some objects share similar colors to regions of the background, SCALOR is still able
to separate them as foreground correctly.
Experiment 4: Generalization Ability. We conduct 3 sets of experiments to evaluate the ability to
generalize to settings unseen at training time. In the first experiment, we investigate generalization
ability to longer sequences, where the model is trained on trajectories of length 8 while being tested
on trajectories of length 16. In the second experiment,we evaluate the generalizability to more
crowded scenes, where the model is trained on scenes containing 10-15 objects while it is tested
on scenes containing 50-60 objects. This can be beneficial in real-world applications, as sometimes
the training data is only available for less crowded instances of an environment, e.g. times of the
day where streets are less crowded, while the model should be able to generalize to more crowded
settings as well. The third experiment is intended to assess how the model generalizes to unseen
objects. The model is trained on moving MNIST digits dataset containing digits 0 to 5, while being
tested on images containing digits 6 to 9. Figures 8 and 9 in the Appendix show samples from these
experiments.
5.2 TASK 2: REAL-WORLD DATASET TRACKING
This section shows the performance of SCALOR when it is provided with noisy real-world video-
frames, which previous work has not been able to handle. The challenges faced in this setting can
be significantly more difficult to overcome, due to the inherent difficulty present in such scenarios.
SCALOR is evaluated on the Crowded Grand Central Station dataset (Zhou et al., 2012). The
dataset is collected from the CCTV cameras of New York City’s Grand Central Station. Due to the
complexity of the pedestrian behavior, the dataset can be considered a mixture of both low density
and high density objects settings. During the experiments, we spatially split the video into 8 parts
and create a dataset of 400k frames in total. We choose the first 360k frames for training, and 40k
frames for testing. Since the movement of pedestrians is too slow under 25 fps in the original video,
we treat every other 7 frames as two consecutive frames in the dataset sequence. The length of the
input sequence is 10, and each image is resized to 128× 128.
Figure 5 shows the qualitative results of the model at inference time. SCALOR performs reasonably
well on this pedestrian tracking dataset, maintaining consistent temporal trajectories. As shown in
Figure 5(c), the background module infers the background composition and reconstructs the ex-
tracted background correctly. As for the object detection, SCALOR succeeds in accurate pedestrian
detection and tracking. It could also output the foreground mask produced by zwhat, which can rep-
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(a)
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Figure 5: Qualitative result of SCALOR on Grand Central Station Dataset. (a) input sequence, (b) overall
reconstruction of objects and background, (c) reconstruction of the extracted background, (d) segmentation
for each object, colors indicate tracking ID, (e) extracted object trajectories. Visualized trajectory paths show
consistency of movement.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6: Conditional generation on Grand Central Station Dataset. The first 5 frames are observed, the last 5
frames are generated (after the red line). (a) overall reconstruction and generation, (b) conditional generation
of background, (c) conditional generation of segmentation without background, (d) conditional generation of
trajectories without background.
resent the segmentation of the shape of individual pedestrians, as shown in Figure 5(d). We draw
extracted trajectories in Figure 5(e) for each pedestrian in the natural scene. Trajectories in different
colors correspond to different pedestrian ids, which is given by the identity of the inferred latent
variable of each object.
Figure 6 shows qualitative results on conditional generation. The last 5 frames are generated images
conditioned on the first 5 observations. Starting from the 6th frame, the latent transition of the
propagation trackers are modeled by the sequential prior network. During generation, a different
prior of zpres is introduce in the discovery module for introducing new objects emerging in the scene
(see Appendix C for details). As shown in the figure, for the trajectories, the model tends to generate
the same direction that are aligned in the previous frames. This also applies to newly generated
objects from the discovery phase, the movement of which appears highly consistent as shown in
Figure 6(f). Although the trajectory movements are generated consistently, the appearance of some
objects in the generation phase sometimes varies across different time frames. Noticeably, in the
generated sequence the segmentation mask for each object tends to deform into a different shape.
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This may stem from the imperfection during the inference that makes the learning of appearance
transition to be difficult. More qualitative results is shown in Appendix B.5.
Since the ground truth trajectories of the Grand Central Station Dataset were no longer available at
the time the experiment is conducted, we instead use negative log-likelihood (NLL) as the evaluation
metrics, and compare our model with a baseline VAE to show the data modeling capacity while doing
object-oriented representation learning. Here we choose a VAE baseline that has one latent variable
z of dimensionality 64, and with a sequential prior p(zt|z<t). It is similar to our background module
with the same number of latent variables for encoder and decoder. The NLL value for our model is
28.30, and for the VAE baseline it is 27.59. As we can see, our model has comparable negative log-
likelihood with the baseline VAE on natural image scenes, despite having object-wise representation
learning.
6 CONCLUSION
We introduce SCALOR (SCALable Sequential Object-Oriented Representation), a scalable sequen-
tial object-oriented representation learning model via generation. We make the model deal with
two orders of magnitude more objects than previous models. To do this, we combine the spatially-
parallel discovery with the proposal-rejection mechanism. The proposed model can also deal with
complex background. Consequently, we significantly improve the state-of-the-art, which was at the
level of dealing with a few simple objects without background, and demonstrate that SCALOR is
the first probabilistic model that can model natural scenes with several tens of objects with complex
background. An interesting future direction is to introduce more structure to the background and
modeling relationships among objects and background.
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A ALGORITHM DETAILS
This section contains details of the algorithms used in discovery, propagation and image rendering
processes.
Algorithm 1: Proposal-Rejection Inference
Input: x1:t - image sequence up to current time-step
MPt - propagated mask from current time-step
τ - rejection hyper-parameter
/* Feature encoding */
eimgt = ConvLSTM(x1:t)
emaskt = MaskEncoder(M
P
t )
eaggt = Concat[e
img
t , e
mask
t ]
/* Proposal-Rejection (done in parallel) */
AcceptedListt = []
for h← 1 to H do
for w ← 1 toW do
/* Objects proposal */
z˜prest,h,w ∼ Bern(·|f presnn (eaggt,h,w))
if z˜prest,h,w == 0 then
continue
end
z˜wheret,h,w ∼ N (·|fwherenn (eaggt,h,w))
z˜deptht,h,w ∼ N (·|f depthnn (eaggt,h,w))
gattt,h,w = STN(xt, z˜
where
t,h,w) // Attented Glimpse
z˜whatt,h,w ∼ N (·|GlimpseEnc(gattt,h,w))
ot,h,w,mt,h,w = STN−1(GlimpseDec(z˜whatt,h,w)), z˜
where
t,h,w)
/* Accept-Reject Test */
δ =
A(mDt,h,w∩MPt )
A(mDt,h,w)
// A - pixel area
if δ < τ then
AcceptedListt.Add(z˜
what
t,h,w, z˜
where
t,h,w, z˜
pres
t,h,w, z˜
depth
t,h,w)
end
end
end
Output: AcceptedListt
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Algorithm 2: Propagation Inference
Input: x1:t - image sequence up to current time-step
PropListt−1 = {zt−1,n, ht−1,n}n∈Ot−1 - latent variable from previous time-step
/* Feature encoding */
eimgt = ConvLSTM(x1:t)
/* Object tracking (done in parallel) */
PropListt = PropListt−1
for n← 1 to Ot−1 do
eattt,n = f
att
nn(STN(e
img
t,n , z
where
t−1,n)) // Feature map attention
ht,n = GRU(fnn([eattt,n, z
what
t−1,n, z
where
t−1,n, z
pres
t−1,n]), ht−1,n)
eaggt,n = f
agg
nn ([eattt,n, z
what
t−1,n, z
where
t−1,n, z
pres
t−1,n, ht,n])
zwheret,n ∼ N (.|fwherenn (eaggt,n))
gattt,n = STN(xt, z
where
t,n ) // Attented Glimpse
zwhatt,n ∼ N (·|GlimpseEnc(gattt,n))
zdeptht,n ∼ N (·|fnn(eattt,n, zwhatt,n , ht,n))
zprest,n ∼ Bern(·|f presnn (zwheret,n , zwhatt,n , ht,n))
if z˜prest,n == 1 then
PropListt,n.Update(z
what
t,n , z
where
t,n , z
pres
t,n , z
depth
t,n )
else
PropListt,n.Delete()
end
end
Output: PropListt
Algorithm 3: Background Module and Rendering
Input: xt - image at current time-step,
ot = {ot,n}n∈Ot - object RGB glimpses
mt = {mt,n}n∈Ot - object masks glimpses,
{zwheret,n , zdeptht,n , zprest,n }n∈Ot - object latents for position and existence
/* Foreground object rendering (done in parallel) */
for n← 1 to Ot do
xfgt,n = STN
−1(ot,n, zwheret,n )
γt,n = STN
−1(mt,n · zprest,n σ(−zdeptht,n ), zwheret,n )
γt,n = normalize(γt,n,∀n)
end
xfgt =
∑
n∈Ot x
fg
t,nγt,n
/* Foreground mask rendering */
for n← 1 to Ot do
Mt,n = STN−1(mt,n, zwheret,n )
end
Mt = min(
∑
n∈OtMt,n, 1)
/* Background rendering */
ebg = BackgroundEncoder(Concat[xt, (1−Mt)])
zbg ∼ N (.|f bgnn(ebg))
xbgt = BackgroundDecoder(z
bg)
/* Foreground background combination */
xt = x
fg
t + (1−Mt) xbgt
Output: xt
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Figure 7: Frequent Dense Discovery experiment: a) First row shows all the bounding boxes. b) Second row
shows bounding boxes inferred during discovery. c) Third row shows reconstructed images obtained from
discovery step. d) Last row shows reconstructed images obtained from propagation step. Model is able to
discover relatively large number of objects at each time-step while keeping the propagated objects consistent.
B APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
B.1 FREQUENT DENSE DISCOVERY
Figure 7 shows sample images obtained in experiment 2 (Frequent Dense Discovery). SCALOR is
able to accurately introduce new bounding boxes for the newly discovered objects. 10–15 objects
are introduced at random places at certain time-steps. Although the performance is reasonable, we
noticed some limitations when the newly introduced objects overlap significantly with the already
present objects. In such cases, sometimes the propagation detects the newly introduced object as
part of the previously overlapping object and infers a new zwhat for the already present object rather
than discovering a new object.
B.2 GENERALIZATION TO UNSEEN DATA
This section presents the results obtained during generalization experiments. Figure 8 shows the
ability of SCALOR to scale to longer time steps. While the model has been shown only 8 time steps
during training, it is tested on sequences of length 16 at test time.
Figure 9a shows the generalizability of the model to unseen objects when it is trained on scenes
containing only MNIST digits of shape 1–5 but tested on scenes containing digits 6–9. Figure 9b
demonstrates bounding boxes of a sample sequence on a scene containing 50–60 objects while it
was trained on scenes containing only 10–15.
B.3 VERY HIGH DENSITY
Figure 10 shows some samples from the Very High Density experiment. This experiment places
100–120 objects in the overall environment, 99 of which are visible at every time step on average.
However, because of memory efficiency, the model only contains 64 cells for discovery at each time
step. Interestingly, it is shown that the model tries its best to identify as many objects as possible in
the first time step, however, due to the lack of sufficient number of cells, it will discover whatever
object remains in the second time step. Furthermore, in the case that too many objects are densely
packed in one region of the space, this delayed discovery might again happen due to a lack of a
sufficient number of cells in that region of the space.
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Figure 8: Generalization with respect to longer sequences. a) First row shows the original images of the first
8 time steps. b) Second row shows the inferred bounding boxes on the first 8 time steps. c) Third row shows
the original images of the last 8 time-steps. d) Fourth row shows the inferred bounding boxes corresponding to
the trajectories in the last 8 time-steps. The model is able to maintain ids of the inferred objects over the longer
sequences and also discover newly introduced objects.
Figure 9: Generalization Experiment: a) Top row is the sample to demonstrate generalization with respect to
other shapes. b) Bottom row image is the sample to demonstrate generalization with respect to more objects.
B.4 ABILITY TO HANDLE OVERLAP AND OCCLUSION
Figures 11 and 12 show samples of the DSprites (HD) and MNIST(MD) settings in which multiple
objects overlap each other and severe occlusion happens. As shown, the identities of the objects are
preserved and identity swaps do not occur between them even if several objects overlap with each
other.
B.5 QUALITATIVE RESULTS FROM GRAND CENTRAL STATION DATASET
We provide qualitative results in Figures 13 to 16. Figures 13 and 14 show the examples for infer-
ence. Rows from top to bottom are input sequence, overall reconstruction, extracted background,
foreground segmentation mask with IDs, center position from each zpost,n latent, and extracted tra-
jectories based on the transition of center position. Figures 15 and 16 show the examples from
conditional generation, where images starting from column 6 are generation results (after red line).
Rows from top to bottom are conditional generations of the overall images, conditional generations
of background, extracted conditional generation of each segmentation mask, and conditional gener-
ation of trajectories.
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Figure 10: Sample from Very High Density Setting: a) First row: original Image, b) Second row: overall re-
construction, c) Third row: discovery Reconstruction, c) Fourth row: Propagation Reconstruction, d) Fifth row:
bounding boxes obtained from Discovery step, e) Sixth row: bounding boxes of propagation step. SCALOR is
trying its best to identify as many objects as possible in the first time-step however since number of cells is less
than the number of objects, the rest of the objects get discovered in the next time-steps
Figure 11: Highly occluded DSPrites setting: a) The top row shows a sequence where object overlap happens
several times between different objects. b) the bottom row demonstrates the inferred bounding boxes.
C MODEL ARCHITECTURE DETAILS
In this section, we provide additional details of the architecture and hyperparameters for the
SCALOR model on pedestrian detection. For one input frame, the network uses a fully convolu-
tional image encoder to obtain a H ×W feature map. The feature map is input into a convolutional
LSTM to model the sequential information along the sequence. The convolutional LSTM is shared
across discovery module and propagation module for updating the tracker hidden state, and propos-
ing new objects. The discovery module and propagation module share the same glimpse encoder
and decoder. The encoder has a convolutional network followed by one fully connected layer, while
the glimpse decoder uses a fully convolutional network with sub-pixel layer (Shi et al., 2016) for
upsampling. The background module shares a similar structure with the glimpse encoder and de-
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Figure 12: Highly occluded setting: Two sample sequences where object overlap happens several times be-
tween different MNIST digits.
Figure 13: Detection example 1.
coder, while having a 4-dimensional input but producing a 3-dimensional output. We use GRUs for
trackers in propagation and all other temporal prior transition networks.
We choose a batch size of 20 for the natural scene experiments and a batch size of 4 (due to GPU
memory limitation) for MNIST/Dsprites experiments. learning rate is fixes at 4e-5 for natural image
experiments and 1e-4 for dsprites/MNIST experiments and we use RMSProp for optimization during
training. The standard deviation of the image distribution is chosen to be 0.1. The prior for all
Gaussian posteriors are set to standard normal. In pedestrian tracking dataset, we constrain the range
of zscale so that the inferred width can vary from 5.2 pixels to 11.7 pixels, and the height can vary
from 12.0 to 28.8, and both with a prior of the middle value in discovery. Similarly, we constrain
zscale on synthetic dataset so that it can vary from 0 to twice/ or 1.5× the actual object size depending
on the experiment. In our implementation, zpos is model as the deviation of position instead of the
global position coordinate. The prior for zpres in discovery is set to be 0.1 at the beginning of
training and to quickly anneal to 1e-3 for natural image experiments and 1e-8 for DSprites/MNIST
experiments. The temperature used for modelling zpres is set to be 1.0 at the beginning and anneal
to 0.5 after 20k iterations. Since it is also interesting to see new objects introduce into the scene
during generation. We assume a distribution shift on zpres to allow more objects to be generated in
discovery phase, i.e. we assume the prior for new object appearing to be 0.1.
The rest of the architecture details are described in the following tables.
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Figure 14: Detection example 2.
Figure 15: Generation example 1.
Figure 16: Generation example 2.
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Name Value Comment
zdepth dim 1
zscale dim 2 for x and y axis
zwhat dim 64
zpres dim 1
zpos dim 2 for x and y axis
glimpse shape (64, 64) for o,α
image shape (128, 128)
H 8
W 8
Image Encoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 3
Conv 4× 4 16 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 32 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 32 1 GN(8)/CELU
Mask Encoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 1
Conv 4× 4 16 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 32 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 32 1 GN(8)/CELU
Glimpse Encoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 3
Conv 4× 4 16 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 32 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 128 2 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 128 1 GN(16)/CELU
Linear 128
Glimpse Decoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 64
Conv 1× 1 128 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 1024 1 GN(16)/CELU
ConvSub(4) 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 1024 1 GN(8)/CELU
ConvSub(4) 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 128 1 GN(8)/CELU
ConvSub(2) 32 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 32 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
ConvSub(2) 16 1 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 8 1 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 3 1 GN(4)/CELU
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Background Encoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 4× 128× 128
Conv 4× 4 16 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 32 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 64 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 4× 4 20 1
Background Decoder
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 20
Conv 1× 1 256 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 4096 1
ConvSub(4) 256 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 256 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 1024 1
ConvSub(4) 128 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 128 1 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 256 1
ConvSub(2) 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 64 1 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 1× 1 256 1
ConvSub(4) 16 1 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 16 1 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 16 1 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 3 1
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